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Supernova 1987A    
23 February 1987     



About 166,000 thousand 
years ago

Ice Age on Earth


in a small galaxy not too far away a large 
star suddenly exploded 



Sanduleak –69 202      

February 23/24, 
1987

A few astronomers in Chile 
were getting ready to take 

routine pictures of the 

Large Magellanic Cloud



Supernova 1987A    
23 February 1987     

February 23/24, 
1987

To their great surprise, 
there was an extremely 
bright star that should 
not have been there



Amazing serendipity! 
The last supernova explosion seen 

with a naked eye was in 1604

Johannes Kepler Ian Shelton



Underground detectors

Japan: KamiokaNDE 
(Kamioka Nucleon 
Decay Experiment)


US: IMB (Irvine, 
Michigan, Brookhaven)


Large tanks of pure 
water surrounded by 
photomultiplier tubes, 
waiting for tiniest 
light flashes

3,000 tons of pure water

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kamioka,_Gifu


Why were such 
detectors built?

1970s: attempt to 
unify different 
forces of nature


Matter is not 
eternal: protons 
should decay!


Experimental 
race to observe 
this was on!
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Strong, electromagnetic, and weak forces are conjectured to arise from a single funda-
mental interaction based on the gauge group SU(5).

We present a series of hypotheses and spec-
ulations leading inescapably to the conclusion
that SU(5) is the gauge group of the world~hat
all elementary particle forces (strong, weak,
and electromagnetic) are different manifestations
of the same fundamental interaction involving a
single coupling strength, the fine-structure con-
stant. Our hypotheses may be wrong and our
speculations idle, but the uniqueness and sim-
plicity of our scheme are reasons enough that it
be taken seriously.
Our starting point is the assumption that ueaA

and electromagnetic forces are mediated by the
vector bosons of a gauge-invariant theory with
spontaneous symmetry breaAinI, . A model de-
scribing the interactions of leptons using the
gauge group SU(2) Cg U(1) was first proposed by
Glashow, and was improved by Weinberg and
Salam who incorporated spontaneous symmetry
breaking. ' This scheme can also describe had-
rons, and is just one example of an infinite class
of models compatible with observed weak-inter-
action phenomenology. If we assume that there
are as few fermion fields as Possible and, in
particular, that there are no unobserved leptons,
the Weinberg model becomes unique up to exten-
sions of the gauge group: The observed leptons
may be described by six left-handed Weyl fields

v,., vL', e, ', p, , ') and their charge
conjugates. If the gauge couplings do not mix
leptons with quarks, these six fields must trans-
form as a representation of the gauge group: one
of the 23 subgroups of U(6) containing an SU(2)
ISU(1) subgroup in which the leptons behave as
they do in the Weinberg model.
To include hadrons in the theory, we must use

the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) mechanism
and introduce a fourth quark p' carrying charm. '
Still, decisions must be made: Should the quarks
have fractional or integer charges? Should there
be one quartet of quarks or several'P Bouchiat,
Iliopoulos, and Meyer suggested what seems the
most attractive alternative: three quartets of
fractionally charged quarhs 'This com. bination

of the GIM mechanism with the notion of colored
quarks' keeps the successes of the quark model
and gives an important bonus: Lepton and hadron
anomalies cancel so that the theory of weak and
electromagnetic interactions is renormalizable. '
The next step is to include strong interactions.

We assume that strong interactions are nied~ate~
by an octet of neHtral vector gauge gluons as-
sociated with local color SU(3) symmetry, and
that there are no fundamental strongly interact-
ing scalar-meson fields. " This insures that
parity and hypercharge are conserved to order
z, ' and does not lead to any new anomalies, so
that the theory remains renormalizable. The
strongest binding forces are in color singlet
states which may explain why observed hadrons
lie in qqq and qq configurations. And, it gives
another important bonus: Since the strong inter-
actions are associated with a non-Abelian theory,
they may be asymptotically free.
Thus, we see how attractive it is for strong,

weak, and electromagnetic interactions to spring
from a gauge theory based on the group P = SU(3)
Ig SU(2) SU(1). Alas, this theory is defective in
one important respect: It does not truly unify
weak and electromagnetic interactions. The
SU(2)@U(1) gauge couplings describe two inter-
actions with two independent coupling constants;
a true unification would involve only one.
Electric charge is observed to be quantized.

This has no natural explanation in the framework
of conventional quantum electrodynamics, but it
is necessarily true in any unified theory' ~et
another reason to search for a true unification.
We must assume that the gauge group is larger

than F. Suppose it is of the form SU(3) I3% where
'vV contains SU(2) @,U(1) but has a unique gauge
coupling constant. W must be simple, or the di-
rect product of isomorphic simple factors with
discrete symmetries which interchange them.
This embedding of the Weinberg model implies a
relationship between the coupling constants of
the SU(2) and U(1) subgroups. Because leptons
are singlets under color SU(3), leptons and quarks
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Results

IMB came online in 1982


KamiokaNDE in April 
1983


Would detect proton 
decay for half-life of 
1031 years


To their great 
disappointment, no 
decays observed!



What else could the 
Kamiokande detector do?

Look at the “solar neutrino problem”



“The solar neutrino 
problem”, since 1960s
John Bahcall (theory) 
and Ray Davis 
(experiment)


Apparatus: a tank of 
100,000 gallons of dry 
cleaning fluid (olympic-
size pool), deep in a 
remote gold mine in 
South Dakota, 4850 
feet underground



Missing neutrinos

Hypothesis: processes generating energy in the core of 
the Sun release ghostly elementary particles, neutrinos 


These neutrinos would cause a small number of 
Chlorine atoms in the giant underground tank to 
convert to Argon 


Bahcall’s calculation: 51 Argon atoms every month


Davis’s experiment: only about 17 per month


This profound discrepancy persisted month after month, 
year after year 



Scientific method
Observation

Hypothesis

Experiment

Conclusions
YesReproduce 

experiment

Accepted 
theory

NO Flawed 
experiment?

Incorrect 
hypothesis?



Follow-up experiment 
needed

Kamiokande already had a detector!


Different technology!


However, a number of significant upgrades 
were required first: new water purification, 
new electronics, an additional layer on the 
outside of the detector 


Upgrade and troubleshooting completed by 
January 1987 



February 23/24, 1987, 
SN1987A

The experimental collaborations went back to 
the data from the underground detectors


11 interactions were observed by Kamiokande 
in a 10 second window, 2 hours before first 
optical observation


8 more interactions were seen in the same 
time window at IMB


5 more at the Baksan Scintillator Telescope



Kamiokande data

Kamiokande saw 11 SN-
induced interactions in 
a 10 second window 


2 hours before the 
first optical observation

Image credit: K. Hirata et al., PRL 1987



3 detector, 2 dozen 
events

8 more interactions were 
seen in the same time 
window at IMB


5 more at the Baksan 
Scintillator Telescope 


These two dozen events 
confirmed that a gravity-
powered neutrino bomb 
went off inside the star

Image credit: CERN Courier



These two dozen events, observed deep 
underground, confirmed that 166,000 years 
ago, in a neighboring galaxy, a gravity-
powered neutrino bomb went off inside a 
massive star



What is the role of gravity?


What are neutrinos and why are they 
important for the explosion?



Newton’s law of universal gravitation
The same force that pushes us to the 
ground is pushing the star to compress



With only gravity, a star would collapse in 
free-fall: 


✦ For our Sun about  seconds103

v2 � GM�/R� ⇥ t � R�/v � R3/2
� /

�
GM� � 1/

�
G�� � 103sec



But we know the Sun does 
not collapse

The age of the solar system is 4.7 billion 
years




Gravity must be exactly balanced 
by internal pressure



The source of this 
pressure?

Think of a balloon: kept 
stable by the pressure of 
the gas inside


The hotter the gas, the 
more pressure it exerts


The interior of the Sun must 
be hot!


Indeed, the Sun is a ball of 
a very hot plasma, hottest in 
the center where the 
pressure is greatest 
(14,000,000 K) 3

2
kT � 1

2
GM�mp

R�
⇥ T⇥ � 107K



Leaky balloon!
Stars leak heat


Good thing for us: the Sun shines


But without sources to replenish the lost heat, the star 
would have to contract


Hotter interior -> more energy loss -> more contraction


Kelvin, Helmholtz in the 19th century estimated that 
the lifetime of the Sun would have to be only 30 
million years 


They gave Charles Darwin a lot of trouble!

U� �
1
2

GM2
�

R�
� 1048erg⇥ U�

L�
� 1048erg

1033erg/s
� 107yr



From Einstein to Bethe

Francis Aston, discovered (1920) that four hydrogen 
nuclei weigh slightly more than a helium nucleus


Albert Einstein: E=mc2


mass could be converted into energy


Sir Arthur Eddington: the Sun, which was made of 
hydrogen and helium, could be powered by H to He 
conversion


 A number of brilliant scientists, including George 
Gamow and Hans Bethe, developed the theory of 
solar energy generation in the 1930s



Thermonuclear reactor 
in the stellar core

So long as the nuclear reactions replenish 
the heat, gravitational collapsed is halted


This process is perfectly self-regulating and 
the Sun is stable for billions of years, enough 
for life to evolve into the complex world we 
see around us



Massive stars

The interior of massive stars are hotter, they 
shine much brighter and burn their Hydrogen 
much faster!


Gravity is relentless!


Once all hydrogen is exhausted, the core 
contracts, until it becomes hot enough to 
burn Helium into Carbon



The fate of massive 
stars

As the core keeps 
contracting, new 
nuclear reactions 
ignite in the center


Eventually, the star 
develops an onion 
structure

numbers for 25 solar mass stars

Not to scale!

Picture from http://large.stanford.edu/courses/2008/ph204/deaconu1/

http://large.stanford.edu/courses/2008/ph204/deaconu1/
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But Iron is the most stable 
nucleus!

credit: Wikipedia

file:///Users/alex/Downloads/Binding_energy_curve_-_common_isotopes.svg


The fate of massive 
stars

Once the Iron core 
reaches 1.4 solar mass 
(“Chandrasekhar limit”), 
it’s game over


Gravity wins


Free-fall collapse, 
reaching a quarter 
of the speed of 
light in 0.001 second

Picture from http://large.stanford.edu/courses/2008/ph204/deaconu1/

http://large.stanford.edu/courses/2008/ph204/deaconu1/


What happens next?



And can we ever be 
sure?

The core of the star is hidden from us by 
thick outer layers 


Even the nuclear reactor in the center of 
the Sun is not directly visible



How big is 
his heart?



Bahcall and Davis: let us look directly in the 
center of the nearest star, our Sun


use ghostly elementary particles called 
neutrinos as a thermometer for the solar 
core


Original ideas by Bruno Pontecorvo (1946 
and on)



Key nuclear reactions 
produce neutrinos

Wolfgang Pauli in 1930 postulated a new particle with no 
electric charge 


“ … desperate remedy to save … the law of conservation 
of energy” in radioactive decays


Italian physicist Enrico Fermi called it a “neutrino” (a little 
neutron) and developed the first theory of weak interaction

8 WINTER 2001

of knowledge, and the unsolved prob-
lems, concerning the internal con-
stitution of the stars. In the course
of the next six months, Bethe worked
out the basic nuclear processes by
which hydrogen is burned (fused)
into helium in stellar interiors. Hy-
drogen is the most abundant con-
stituent of the Sun and similar stars,
and indeed the most abundant ele-
ment in the Universe.

Bethe described the results of his
calculations in a 1939 paper entitled
“Energy Production in Stars.”  He
analyzed the different possibilities
for nuclear fusion reactions and
selected as most important the two
processes that we now believe are
responsible for sunshine. One process,

the so-called pp chain (see box above),
builds helium out of hydrogen and is
the dominant energy source in stars
like the Sun and less massive stars.
The second process is the CNO cycle
considered by von Weizsäcker; it is
most important in stars that are more
massive than the Sun. Bethe esti-
mated the central temperature of the
Sun, obtaining a value within 20 per-
cent of the value (16 million degrees
kelvin) that we currently believe is
correct.* Moreover, he showed that

IN THEORETICAL MODELS of the
Sun, the pp chain of nuclear reactions
illustrated here is the dominant source of

energy production. Each reaction is labeled by a
number to the left of the box in which it is con-
tained. In reaction 1, two hydrogen nuclei (1H,
protons) are fused to produced a heavy hydro-
gen nucleus (2H, a deuteron). This is the usual
way nuclear burning gets started in the Sun. 
On rare occasions, the process is started by
reaction 2. Deuterons produced in reactions 1
and 2 fuse with protons to produce light nuclei of
helium (3He). At this point, the pp chain breaks
into three branches, whose relative frequencies
are given on the right. The net result of this
chain is the fusion of four protons into a single
ordinary helium nucleus (4He) with energy being
released to the star in accordance with
Einstein’s equation. Neutrinos are emitted in
some of these fusion processes. Their energies
are shown in the figure in units of millions of
electron volts (MeV).

+ ++
pp reaction

e+ ν

+ + +
pep reaction

e– ν

+ + γ

H1
1 H1

1 H2
1

H1
1 H1

1 H2
1

H2
1 H1

1 He3
2

0.42 MeV

1.44 MeV

1

2

3

(max)

The pp Cha

*According to the modern theory of stellar
evolution, the Sun is heated to the enor-
mous temperatures at which nuclear
fusion can occur by gravitational energy
released as the solar mass contracts from
an initially large gas cloud. Thus Kelvin
and other nineteenth-century physicists
were partially right; the release of gravita-
tional energy ignited nuclear energy
generation in the Sun.

his calculations led to a relation be-
tween the mass and luminosity of
stars that was in agreement with as-
tronomical observations.

In the first two decades after the
end of World War II, many important
details were added to Bethe’s theory
of nuclear burning in stars. Distin-
guished physicists and astrophysi-
cists, especially Al Cameron, Wil-
liam Fowler, Fred Hoyle, Edwin
Salpeter, Martin Schwarzschild, and
their experimental colleagues, re-
turned eagerly to the question of how
stars like the Sun generate energy.
From Bethe’s work, the answer was
known in principle: the Sun produces
energy by burning hydrogen. Accord-
ing to this theory, the solar interior

[Figures adapted from John N. Bahcall, “Neutrinos from the
Sun,” Scientific American, 221, 1 (1969) 28–37.]



Detecting neutrinos
Extremely weakly interacting. Escape from the center of 
the Sun without scattering even once


For a while, it was thought that they could never been seen  


“There is no practically possible way of observing the 
neutrino.” Hans Bethe (1934)


Yet, in 1957, Los Alamos scientists Frederick Reines and 
Clyde Cowan proved Bethe wrong, by placing a large 
detector next to a nuclear reactor at Savanna River 


 "So why did we want to detect the free neutrino?" 
Reines later explained, "Because everybody said, you 
couldn’t do it."



Neutrinos from the 1987 
supernova?

The Homestake experiment detected 
neutrinos from the core of the Sun, 8 light 
minutes away


But from another galaxy, 166,000 light years 
away??


The source would have to be mind-
boggling



The Great Neutrino 
Burst

Neutrinos emitted 
isotropically


Among those that do 
go through the Earth, 
most go right through


A typical neutrino 
can travel through 
a light-year of 
water without 
scattering 

Supernova 1987A    
23 February 1987     



Working backwards

From 24 neutrino events


knowing their probability to interact


and the distance to the explosion


Infer the total energy emitted in neutrinos


The energy of the neutrino burst is 100 
times more than the visible explosion!



Core Collapse

Gravitational binding energy of the core collapsed to nuclear 
densities is about 1027 times greater than the most powerful 
thermonuclear bombs tested on earth


Using E=mc2 we can say that about a tenth of the mass is 
converted to energy

Egrav ⇠ �GNM2
?

R
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Final Neutron Star or Black Hole 



How is this energy 
carried out?

By the particles that have the easiest time 
escaping


With densities of a trillion ounces per cubic 
inch, photons are hopelessly trapped


Even neutrinos are trapped, but they diffuse 
out and escape in only about 10 seconds


This is the duration of the burst we see



Gravity-powered 
neutrino bomb

The visible explosion is just a tiny perturbation in energy balance


Yet, it’s crucially important


makes and spreads heavy elements, including oxygen


Seeds formation of a new generation of stars

neutrinos

visible 

explosion



Thanks to neutrinos, we could peek 
inside the Sun and supernova 

1987A 

Raymond Davis

(Homestake)

The 2002 Nobel Prize in Physics "for pioneering 
contributions to astrophysics, in particular for 
the detection of cosmic neutrinos"

Masatoshi Koshiba

(Kamiokande)



Can we do more than 
peek?

Galactic supernovae are thought to happen 
every 30-50 years


Like major earthquakes in the Bay Area


Some will be “Type 1a”, but there is good 
chance that it will again be “core-collapse” 


Are we prepared?



New gigantic detectors

An enormous underground detectors are 
currently being designed for installation in 
Japan and in the US, in the Homestake mine


DUNE: 40 thousand tons of pure liquid argon, 
advanced electronics and software 


International collaboration


Total cost >$1 billion



Why is this happening?



Remember about the 
missing solar neutrinos?

This was not an experimental fluke


And the theoretical prediction was exactly 
correct


Neutrinos were transforming on their way 
out of the Sun into another type


One of the biggest discovery in particle 
physics in the last three decades



Neutrino oscillations

Electron has two heavy siblings, 
Muon and Tau (Tau discovered in 
CA, at SLAC, Nobel Prize 1995)


Each of them has its own 
partner neutrino (“FLAVOR”)


Thanks to quantum mechanics, 
neutrinos with tiny masses can 
change flavor in flight



Sudbury Neutrino 
Experiment

Came online in 2000 


Different ways of measuring 
neutrinos from the Sun, some of 
which were sensitive to all 3 
flavors


Total flux is as predicted 


Davis was measuring 1/3 of this flux 
because only sensitive to electron 
neutrinos



Oscillations also confirmed 
in Super-Kamiokande

A follow-up detector to 
Kamiokande


Measured neutrinos 
produced in the Earth’s 
atmosphere


Measured flux of muon 
neutrinos depends on the 
distance neutrinos 
traveled


Up/down asymmetry!



2015 Nobel Prize in 
Physics

Art McDonald

(SNO)

"for the discovery of neutrino oscillations, which 
shows that neutrinos have mass"

Takaaki Kajita

(Super-Kamiokande)



A powerful beam of neutrinos will be 
created in Illinois and sent to South Dakota


Precision oscillation studies + proton decay



Measuring oscillations while 
waiting for the supernova

Many thousands of supernova neutrinos will be seen


What will we learn?


How the explosion develops, second by second


How matter behaves when compressed to 
densities unachievable in the lab


How neutrinos change flavor in these conditions


Whether there are additional particles, with 
interactions smaller than neutrinos



Science gold mine

Sometime in the next several decades, for 10 
seconds there will be an enormous burst of 
neutrinos with no warning


We must figure out now how to be ready for 
this and build the detectors accordingly


See the talk by Inés about detection



John Bahcall, 1934-2005


